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Shimmer 2.9 Win/.Mac Wave64.PCR and DNA sequencing of histoplasmin and gamma-D-
glutamyl transpeptidase genes for the diagnosis of histoplasmosis. Two pairs of

oligonucleotide primers of histoplasmosis were prepared, in order to amplify DNA
segments of the gamma-D-glutamyl transpeptidase gene (GGT) of Histoplasma

capsulatum and the D-hexose specific hexokinase (HK) gene. PCR was done for these two
genes in 21 isolates of H. capsulatum, 12 from patients in the area around the Oamaru

Gorge in New Zealand, 2 from Canada, and 9 from patients in the USA. Products of
different sizes were produced by using the two pairs of primers. Sequencing of the smaller
PCR products confirmed that amplification had occurred, and that both PCR products were
derived from H. capsulatum DNA. Three distinct electrophoretic patterns were observed

with the restriction enzyme Rsa I. From a study of clinical cases it was concluded that the
differences in DNA restriction patterns are related to the source of the isolate and to the
immune response of the patient to the infection. The combination of the two gene PCR

tests with serological tests, such as complement fixation and the indirect
hemagglutination test, should enhance the diagnostic capability of clinicians.Jeanette

Stephens Jeanette Stephens (born 1962) is a New Zealand artist working in the
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How to make
horizontal lines visible

in Microsoft Office
2010 like on the image

on the left I want to
make horizontal lines
visible on a Microsoft

Office 2010 file like on
the picture on the left.

I would like to have
the interface to look

more like a net. What's
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the easiest way to do
this? I am using

Microsoft Visual Studio
2010. I would like a
solution that works

fine both on Windows
and on Mac. I have
tried some of the

solutions suggested in
this question but they
don't work for me. A:
This might be the way
to go. I recently found
it on a new MS Word

2010 document, where
the designs were
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created using a
photoshop. I tried its
merging but it only

merges the graphics
and not text. The
alignment was not

working either.
Sunday, January 27,
2014 "Rural Animal
Welfare Advocates

Holding Dialysis Clinic
Like a Dog" “MANY

DOGS LOCKED up in
metal cages (as are
the patients of the

animal-free vet at the
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clinic) and tethered in
leashes are never free
to smell the ground,

walk alone in the
woods or eat fresh

grass. And if they are
sick or injured, they

have to suffer with the
rest of us.” Kristina
Balinov, That Pet

Place, Asheville, N.C.
"Rural animal welfare

advocates hold a
dialysis clinic like a

dog" FOR COLUMNIST
James Mooney,
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3/11/14, MEMPHIS
GRAM PAGAN,

TENNESSEE James
Mooney’s “frothy
froth” referred to

“animals” being “held
like dogs” in a

Tennessee dialysis
clinic. The “gimcrack
tale of rural animal
welfare advocates�
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